

**ABSTRACT**

Identification and verification of a person today is a common thing; which may include door-lock system, safe box and vehicle control or even at accessing bank accounts via ATM, etc which is necessary for securing personal information. The conventional methods like ID card verification or signature does not provide perfection and reliability. The systems employed at these places must be fast enough and robust too. Use of the ATM (Automatic Teller Machine) which provides customers with the convenient banknote trading is facing a new challenge to carry on the valid identity to the customer. Since, in conventional identification methods with ATM, criminal cases are increasing making financial losses to customers. Authors design a simple fingerprint recognition system using LPC2148 as a core controller. The system uses FIM3030 fingerprint scanner to capture fingerprints with its DSP processor and optical sensor. This system can be employed at any application with enhanced security because of the uniqueness of fingerprints. It is convenient due to its low power requirement and portability.
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**1. INTRODUCTION**

Biometrics is a technology that helps to make your data tremendously secure, distinguishing all the users by way of their personal physical characteristics. Biometric information can be used to accurately identify people by using their fingerprint, voice, face, iris, handwriting, or hand geometry and so on. Using biometric identifiers offers several advantages over traditional and current methods. Tokens such as magnetic stripe cards, smart cards and physical keys, can be stolen, lost, duplicated, or left behind; passwords can be shared, forgotten, hacked or unintentionally observed by a third party [1].

There are two key functions offered by a biometric system. One method is identification and the other is verification. In this paper, we are concentrating on identifying and verifying a user by fingerprint recognition. A modern ATM is typically made up of the devices like CPU to control the user interface and devices related to transaction. Magnetic or Chip card reader to identify the customer, PIN Pad, Secure crypto-processor generally within a secure cover. Display to be used by the customer for performing the transaction, Function key buttons, Record Printer to provide the customer with a record of their transaction, to store the parts of the machinery requiring restricted access -Vault, Housing for aesthetics, Sensors and Indicators [2].

Fingerprint technology is the most widely accepted and mature biometric method and is the easiest to deploy and for a higher level of security at your fingertips. It is simple to install and also it takes little time and effort to acquire one’s fingerprint with a fingerprint identification device. Thus, fingerprint recognition is considered among the least intrusive of all biometric verification techniques. Ancient times officials used thumbprints to seal documents thousands of years ago, and law agencies have been using fingerprint identification since the late 1800s [3]. We here carry the same technology on digital platform.

Although fingerprint images are initially captured, the images are not stored anywhere in the system. Instead, the fingerprints are converted to templates from which the original fingerprints cannot be recreated; hence no misuse of system is possible.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

To implement this concept, we have studied different research works and found following information.

For fingerprint recognition, a system needs to capture fingerprint and then follow certain algorithm for fingerprint matching. The research paper [4] discusses a minutiae detection algorithm and showed key parameters of fingerprint image for identification.

For solving the bugs of traditional identification methods, the author of [5] designs a new ATM terminal customer recognition system. The chip of S3C2440 is used for the core of microprocessor in ARM9 and an improved enhancement algorithm of fingerprint image increase the security of bank account and the ATM machine. For image enhancement, the Gabor filter algorithms and direction filter algorithms are used.

In research paper [6], authors showed that Gabor filters (GFs) play an important role in the extraction of Gabor features and the enhancement of various types of images. For the purpose of enhancing curved structures in noisy images, curved GFs that locally adapt their shape to the direction of flow can also be used.

If images of fingerprint are poor-quality images, they result in missing features, leading to the degrading performance of the fingerprint system. Thus, it is very important for a fingerprint
3. HARDWARE DESIGN

To implement the proposed security for ATM terminals with the use of fingerprint recognition, we use the different hardware and software platforms. Fig 1 shows the major system modules and their interconnections.

![Fig 1: Overview of the system.](image)

### 3.1 Microcontroller (LPC2148)

The system uses LPC2148 from ARM7 family. It is the core controller in the system. It has ARM7TDMI core which is a member of the Advanced RISC Machines (ARM) a family of general purpose 32-bit microprocessors. It offers high performance for very low power consumption and price. The ARM architecture is based on RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) principles, and the instruction set and related decode mechanism are much simpler than those of micro-programmed Complex Instruction Set Computers (CISC) [26]. This simplicity results in a high instruction throughput and impressive real-time interrupt response from a small and cost-effective chip. All parts of the processing and memory systems can operate continuously since, pipelining is employed. Typically, while one instruction is being executed, its successor is being decoded, and a third instruction is being fetched from memory [27]. The ARM memory interface has been designed to allow the performance potential to be realized without incurring high costs in the memory system. Speed-critical control signals are pipelined to allow system control functions to be implemented in standard low-power logic, and these control signals facilitate the exploitation of the fast local access modes offered by industry standard dynamic RAMs [28].

The LPC2148 is interfaced to different modules via GPIO (General Purpose I/O) pins. It receives the fingerprint template produced by the fingerprint module. It will match the same with the reference template stored at installation of the system. If the received template gets matched with the reference one, the person is allowed to access the further system. If the received template gets mismatched with the reference one, the person is not allowed to access the further system. If the received template gets mismatched with the reference one, the person is not allowed to access the further system. If the received template gets mismatched with the reference one, the person is not allowed to access the further system.

We have used LPC2148 from NXP semiconductors (founded by Philips). It shows features as follows:

- a) 16/32-bit ARM7TDMI-S microcontroller in a tiny LQFP64 package.
- b) 240 kB of on-chip static RAM and 512 kB of on-chip flash program memory.
- c) In-System/In-Application Programming (ISP/IAP) via on-chip boot-loader software.
- d) Two 10-bit A/D converters provide a total of 14 analog inputs, with conversion times as low as 2.44 μs per channel.
- e) Single 10-bit D/A converter provide variable analog output.
- f) Multiple serial interfaces including two UARTs (16C550), two Fast I2C-bus (400 kbit/s), SPI and SSP with buffering and variable data length capabilities.
- g) Vectored interrupt controller with configurable priorities and vector addresses.
- h) Up to 45 of 5 V tolerant fast general purpose I/O pins in a tiny LQFP64 package [29].

### 3.2 Fingerprint Module (FIM3030)

The important module of the system is fingerprint scanner. We used FIM3030 by NITGEN. It has ADSP-BF531 as central processing unit with 8 MB of SDRAM and 1 MB of recognition system to estimate the quality and validity of the captured fingerprint images. Existing approaches for this estimation are either to use of local features of the image or to use of global features of the image [7].

Traditional fingerprint recognition approaches have demerits of easy losing rich information and poor performances due to the complex type of inputs, such as image rotation, poor quality image enrollment, incomplete input image, and so on. Thus in order to overcome these shortcomings, in research paper [8], a new fingerprint recognition scheme based on a set of assembled invariant moment (geometric moment and Zernike moment) features to ensure the secure communications is proposed.

In paper [9], fuzzy features match (FFM) based novel method on a local triangle feature set is matched to the deformed fingerprints. Fingerprint here is represented by the fuzzy feature set: the local triangle feature set.

In paper [10], a test chip has been fabricated using a 0.5 μm standard CMOS process. The total execution time for acquiring and processing a fingerprint image is less than 360 ms at 10 MHz and the power consumption is below 70 mW at 3.3 V supply voltage. We found development of a sensor with CMOS technology in [11]. Also, a chip architecture that integrates a fingerprint sensor and an identifier in a single chip is proposed in [12].

To have good speed of operation for fingerprint matching, in [13] depending on the spectral minutiae features two feature reduction algorithms are given: the Column Principal Component Analysis and the Line Discrete Fourier Transform feature reductions. It can efficiently compress the template size with a reduction rate of 94%. Spectral minutiae fingerprint recognition system shows a matching speed with 125000 comparisons per second on a PC with Intel Pentium D processor 2.80 GHz, 1 GB of RAM.

In paper [27], fuzzy features match (FFM) based novel method on a local triangle feature set is matched to the deformed fingerprints. Fingerprint here is represented by the fuzzy feature set: the local triangle feature set.
flash ROM. It uses overall supply voltage of 3.3 V. The communication with the fingerprint module is made through RS-232 via UART0 of LPC2148.

A fingerprint sensor is an electronic device used to capture a digital image of the fingerprint pattern. The captured image is called a live scan. This live scan is digitally processed to create a biometric template (a collection of extracted features) which is stored and used for matching. FIM3030 is an evolutionary standalone fingerprint recognition module consisted of optic sensor OPP03 and processing board. As CPU and highly upgraded algorithm are embedded into a module, it provides high recognition ratio even to small size, wet, dry, calloused fingerprint. High speed 1: N identification and 1: N verification. FIM3030 has functions of fingerprint enrollment, identification, partial and entire deletion and reset in a single board, thereby offering convenient development environment. Off-line functionality stores logs on the equipment memory (up to 100 fingerprints) and it’s identified using search engine from the internal algorithm. Evolutionary standalone fingerprint recognition module FIM3030 is ideal for on-line applications, because allows ASCII commands to manage the device from the host. On-line functionality, fingerprints to verify (1:1) or identify (1: N) can be stored on non volatile memory, or be sent by RS-232 port [30].

3.3 GSM Modem
While accessing the system, we don’t replace the password verification. If password is correct, the system will capture and match fingerprint of the customer. As shown in Fig 4, if fingerprint does not match with the account registry for three times, buzzer will be made ON and a message will be delivered to customer’s cellphone and bank authority. Thus, GSM MODEM to communicate with the mobile phone to which we are going to send the message is also interfaced with LPC2148.

3.4 User Interface
The user interface makes the communication between user and the system model easier. It includes a display unit and a function keyboard. For displaying the status of the process running in system and instructional steps for the user, we interfaced 16 x 2 LCD matrix with LPC2148 through GPIO pins of port 1.

3.5 Power Supply
This section is meant for supplying power to all the sections mentioned above. It basically is consisted of a transformer to step down the 230V ac to 18V ac followed by diodes. The diodes are used to rectify the ac to dc. After rectification process, the obtained rippled dc is filtered using a capacitor Filter. A positive voltage of 12V and 5V are made available through LM7812 and LM7805. Further, LM317 is used to provide variable power e.g. 3.3V to LPC2148.

4. SOFTWARE DESIGN
The embedded platform discussed above is programmed in C language with KeilµVision4 to follow the program logic shown in Fig 4 as follows.
4.1 Keil μVision4

The LPC2148 is programmed with KeilμVision4. It is a window-based software platform that combines a robust and modern editor with a project manager and make facility tool for development. It integrates all the tools to develop embedded applications including a C/C++ compiler, macro assembler, linker/locator, and a HEX file generator. μVision helps expedite the development process of embedded applications by providing the IDE (Integrated Development Environment). KEIL is used to create source files; automatically compile, link and covert using options set with an easy to use user interface and finally simulate or perform debugging on the hardware with access to C variables and memory. Unless we have to use the tools on the command line, the choice is clear. This IDE i.e. KEIL Greatly simplifies the process of creating and testing an embedded application. The user of KEIL centers on projects. A project is a list of all the source files required to build a single application, all the tool options which specify exactly how to build the application, and if required how the application should be simulated. A project is exactly the binary code required for the application. Because of the high degree of flexibility required from the tools, there are many options that can be set to configure the tools to operate in a specific and desired manner. It would be very tedious to have to set these options up every time the application is being built; therefore they are stored in a project file. Loading the project file into KEIL informs KEIL which source files are required, where they are, and how to configure the tools in the correct way. KEIL can then execute each tool with the correct options. Source files are added to the project and the tool options are set as required. The project can then be saved to preserve the settings. The project is reloaded and the simulator or debugger started, all the desired windows are opened. [31].

4.2 Simulator & Debugger

The simulator/ debugger in KEIL can perform a very detailed simulation of a micro controller along with external signals. It is possible to view the precise execution time of a single assembly instruction, or a single line of C code, all the way up to the entire application, simply by entering the crystal frequency. A window can be opened for each peripheral on the device, showing the state of the peripheral. This enables quick trouble shooting of mis-configured peripherals. Breakpoints may be set on either assembly instructions or lines of C code, and execution may be stepped through one instruction or C line at a time. The contents of all the memory areas may be viewed along with ability to find specific variables. In addition the registers may be viewed allowing a detailed view of what the microcontroller is doing at any point in time [31].

4.3 Embedded C Language

The KeilμVision4 platform put forward the options for assembly language and high level language programming. C language being the most convenient language to access different port pins of LPC2148, we programmed the algorithm to control the FIM3030 fingerprint module through host controller LPC2148 in C language. The program follows the control actions as shown in the flowchart. The program segments to access UART, LCD, RTC, ADC, DAC, are included by linking through UART.h, LCD.h, RTC.h, ADC.h, DAC.h header files respectively.

4.4 Flash Programming Utility

For downloading the application program into Flash ROM, this utility tool is necessary. The program code generated in C language after processing produces object code in hex form. It is referred as .hex file. To dump this hex code in the flash ROM of the controller the facility is provided with Keil version 4. For programming with older versions, the same task is completed with the help of software called Flash Magic.

5. RESULT

Fig 5 shows the hardware setup for proposed system. It has been demonstrated successfully using FIM3030 (Fingerprint scanner) and LPC2148 (ARM7 Microcontroller).

![Fig 5: Hardware setup developed for the proposed system.](image)

6. CONCLUSION

After testing the system developed, we came to know that ATM prototype can be efficiently used with fingerprint recognition. Since, password protection is not bypassed in our system, the fingerprint recognition done after it yielded fast response and is found to be of ease for use. Fingerprint images cannot be recreated from templates; hence no one can misuse the system. LPC2148 and FIM3030 provide low power consumption platform. Speed of execution can be enhanced with the use of more sophisticated microcontroller. The same hardware platform can be used with IRIS scanner to put forward another potential biometric security to the ATMs.
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